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A thin, flat, and single crystal germanium membrane would be an ideal platform on which to mount

sensors or integrate photonic and electronic devices, using standard silicon processing technology. We

present a fabrication technique compatible with integrated-circuit wafer scale processing to produce

membranes of thickness between 60 nm and 800 nm, with large areas of up to 3.5 mm2. We show how

the optical properties change with thickness, including appearance of Fabry-P�erot type interference in

thin membranes. The membranes have low Q-factors, which allow the platforms to counteract

distortion during agitation and movement. Finally, we report on the physical characteristics showing

sub-nm roughness and a homogenous strain profile throughout the freestanding layer, making the

single crystal Ge membrane an excellent platform for further epitaxial growth or deposition of

materials. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4870807]

I. INTRODUCTION

Integration of all manner of sensors, devices, and trans-

ducers onto a single chip is coined “system-on-a-chip”1 and

is a common aim in today’s technology. However, this

requires small scale structures to be fabricated using expen-

sive processing techniques and materials. In this paper, we

will outline a simple fabrication method for one of the basic

micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) components—

the semiconductor membrane. These have been reported

with thicknesses down tens of nanometers and typical areas

in the order of 1 mm2.2

This work is concerned with single-crystal germanium

membranes formed on an initial silicon wafer. Single-crystal

material has good thermal transport properties compared to

poly crystalline and amorphous materials.3 This is important

for room-temperature MEMS devices, such as accelerome-

ters, gyroscopes, and micromirror devices.4 In the particular

case of micromirrors, an essential component in a pico-

projector system,5 the surfaces need to be atomically smooth

to increase the reflectance of visible light.6 Flat MEMS

surfaces are also required for other applications, such as inte-

gration of planar CMOS technology on membrane-type plat-

forms.7 The problem of membrane corrugation is thought to

be due to the compressive strain direction within the layer. It

could be overcome by using two identical layers of Ge with

opposite strain directions, but here we show that a small

amount of tensile strain is very effective in removing the

corrugations.

As well as producing excellent membranes, the use of

Ge-on-Si also allows the incorporation of III-V materials8 on

cheap Si substrates that could themselves be turned into

membranes, in addition, there are other applications on

membranes such as optoelectronic detectors,9 optical modu-

lators,10 Ge lasers,11 or even solar cells.12 Germanium mem-

branes of thickness 1.6 lm have previously been fabricated

by Nam et al.13 which were tensile strained to reduce the

direct band gap for more efficient light emission. Devices for

optoelectronic detection were fabricated on the membranes

to demonstrate this effect, and later they demonstrated room-

temperature electroluminescence opening the possibility for

Ge lasers.14 Audet et al.15 demonstrated Fabry–Perot optical

modulators on a Ge membrane operating at several GHz and

Lagally et al.16–19 investigated electro- and photolumines-

cence of Ge nano-membranes. Li et al.34 also fabricated a

Ge membrane in their initial work, but it was amorphous

with corrugations.

Crystalline silicon membranes are currently fabricated

using multiple expensive steps which may include: ion implan-

tation, bonding, dry etching, or electrochemical etching.7,20

Such membrane fabrication often starts from a silicon-on-insu-

lator substrate which is then subjected to a combination of wet

and dry etching.21,22 However, membranes that survive the

process often become warped and are corrugated due to strain

within the topmost layers imparted by the buried oxide layer.21

Other obstacles include membrane layer inter-diffusion and thea)Email: vishal.shah@warwick.ac.uk.
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fragile nature of membranes in liquid etchants.2 Simplifying

the production techniques and making the whole process

cheaper would clearly be of great interest. Our chosen tech-

nique is anisotropic wet etching, since wet etchants are cheaper

and the process simpler than dry etching, a high Si etch rate is

possible, and there is the added benefit of the anisotropy which

allows crystal planes to be used for etch definition.

In this paper, we outline a simple method of fabricating

single-crystal Ge membranes by wet etching and a second

method that combines wet and dry etching in a scalable, IC

compatible process. We characterize the quality of these Ge

membranes by a range of techniques and confirm their

appropriateness as platforms. As an example, Figure 1(a)

shows a compressively strained Ge23 layer grown epitaxially

on Si via a strain tuning buffer24,25 with the aim of improv-

ing hole mobility, however, the large dislocation density in

the top-most strained layer means that leakage by dislocation

conduction could be an issue.26–28 We showed previously29

that electrical isolation in such a Ge-on-Si structure can be

improved by suspending the Ge layer, interpreting this as

being due to removing the conduction path through the net-

work of misfit dislocations (Figure 1(b)). In this report, we

present further evidence that these misfits are indeed

removed. The quality of these strained epitaxial layers can

therefore be improved through suspension, enhancing their

potential for device applications.29,30 The planarity of the

single-crystal membranes makes them amenable to current

processing technologies and the opportunity for subsequent

over-growth of further epitaxial layers allows the advantages

of epitaxial heterostructures and of fabricating devices on

membranes to be combined.

II. MEMBRANE FABRICATION AND INITIAL
CHARACTERIZATION

A. Background

Si membranes31 have most commonly been fabricated

by etching through a mask layer on the back-side of a Si

(001) wafer by a wet anisotropic etchant, such as potassium

hydroxide (KOH), tetramethylammonium hydroxide

(TMAH), or ethylenediamine pyrocatechol (EDP)32 towards

the top-side of the wafer where an etch stop layer is defined

to protect the membrane layer above. Etch masks or etch-

stop layers33 are frequently made from insulating layers such

as SiO2 or Si3N4 and/or highly doped semiconductors where

the etch rate significantly drops with increasing dopant con-

centration.33 Both the etch stop and masking layers can be

the same material, but creating these mask layers requires

high temperatures (>600 �C) either to ensure incorporation

of a high level of dopant or to grow a good quality dielectric

layer that completely resists the etchant. However, if such

processes were applied with heterostructures on a membrane,

the thermal treatment would result in inter-diffusion of the

heterostructure, membrane material, and substrate, hence ru-

ining the layer definition. Consequently, development of a

lower temperature mask process is attractive.

Li et al.34 used amorphous and polycrystalline Ge layers

as mask layers due to the etching selectivity of KOH and

TMAH of Si over Ge. They previously reported that poly-

crystalline Ge has a low etch rate of approximately 0.09 nm

min�1 within a 42% KOH etchant at 62 �C, whereas it is

well known33 that Si has a relatively high etch rate of

approximately 300 nm min�1 for similar conditions. Pure Ge

can be deposited epitaxially, using either molecular beam

epitaxy or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at temperatures

as low as 250 �C where the layer quality is good enough to

fully resist alkaline anisotropic etchants, thus solving the

problem of low temperature masking. Consequently, if a low

temperature tensile strained crystalline Ge layer could be

fabricated (with the tensile strain eliminating the corruga-

tions35) it could be the ideal membrane material.

In a previous study,36 we investigated the two-

temperature Ge growth method for producing a high-quality

crystalline layer on Si(001). Ge has a lattice parameter 4.2%

larger than Si and in low temperature epitaxial growth, the

first few monolayers of Ge conform to the Si substrate lattice

parameter, which compressively strains the Ge. As the thick-

ness of the layer is increased, dislocations form to relieve the

strain. A subsequent higher temperature layer enhances this

effect until the Ge is 100% relaxed during growth, and is

FIG. 1. Shows the possible application

of the membranes to incorporate heter-

oepitaxial layers into their design, this

example shows a MOSFET device

using a strained Ge layer on a reverse

graded buffer. (a) shows the hetero-

structure and the possible leakage

paths along the dislocations (red), (b)

removes these dislocation paths by

placing the device onto a membrane.
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hence strain neutral at this point. However, when cooling

from the high growth temperature (>650 �C) the dislocations

become immobile, and since Ge has a larger thermal expan-

sion coefficient than Si, the Ge lattice parameter will not

contract as much as the Si substrate, thereby imparting ten-

sile strain into the Ge layer. From this work, we found condi-

tions to separately create a compressive and tensile strained

Ge layer of equal thickness on a Si (001) substrate for mem-

brane fabrication.

B. Epitaxial layer growth

This investigation starts with 4 in. diameter silicon (001)

wafers. These wafers were polished on both sides so that

structures could be created with a compressive (c-Ge) layer

grown on one surface and a tensile (t-Ge) layer on the other

surface. The Si wafers were low resistivity (10–25 X cm)

and 300 lm thick. The germanium layers were grown epitax-

ially, by reduced pressure CVD (RP-CVD) in an ASM

Epsilon 2000E system using germane as a precursor.37 Prior

to growth of Ge, the native oxide of the wafer was desorbed

at 1000 �C for 2 min. Initially, the t-Ge layer was grown on

the front-side of the wafer. We used the two-temperature

method: a 100 nm thick Ge layer was first deposited at

400 �C, followed by a 600 nm layer at 670 �C, with a final

anneal at 830 �C for 10 min. As the t-Ge growth included a

higher temperature process than the c-Ge growth, it had to

be performed first to avoid affecting the latter. In order to

grow the c-Ge layer on the back-side, the wafer was then

cooled to room temperature, unloaded to a nitrogen atmos-

phere (within a Class 10 clean area), turned over and re-

loaded into the growth chamber for a 700 nm deposition at

400 �C. The wafer turning process was carried out as quickly

as possible to ensure the surface remained H2 terminated and

no native oxide was formed. A second high temperature

SiO2 desorption anneal was therefore not needed before the

back-side growth, which could otherwise have compromised

the earlier front-side growth. A schematic diagram of the

structure is shown in Figure 2, together with cross-sectional

transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) images of the

top-side and back-side Ge layers that were obtained using a

JEOL 2000FX TEM at 200 kV in the (000) diffraction condi-

tion. From these images, we determined that both Ge layers

are 700 nm thick and fully crystalline, although the c-Ge

layer has a significantly higher number of dislocations.

The relaxation and composition of the layers was deter-

mined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Philips X’pert

MRD Pro single crystal high resolution X-ray diffractometer.

Reciprocal space maps (RSM) were performed along the sym-

metrical (004) and asymmetrical (224) orientations, which

allowed the in- and out-of-plane lattice parameters to be cal-

culated. The c-Ge layer was measured to have a strain of

�0.121 6 0.042%, i.e., with a slight compressive strain. The

t-Ge layer had a measured relaxation of 0.175 6 0.042%,

therefore being slightly tensile strained. We have investigated

both layers as possible membranes.

C. Simple wet etching process

A compressively strained Ge membrane, using the layer

grown on the back-side of the wafer, was first prepared by

using the HT t-Ge layer as an etch mask to selectively

remove the Si substrate (Figure 3(a)). A 1 mm square win-

dow was made in the t-Ge by masking with chemically resis-

tive Apeizon W (black wax) and then etching with

HF:H2O2:CH3COOH in a 1:2:3 ratio for 30 s at 19 6 1 �C.

This etches Ge at a rate of 4 lm min�1 but only etches Si at

�1 nm min�1, so essentially stops at the Si surface.38 After a

de-ionised water (DI) rinse, the Apeizon W is removed in a

toluene solvent bath with sonic agitation; the surface is

cleaned by another clean toluene dip, followed by an acetone

rinse and finally dried by passing N2 over the surface. The Si

under this window is then removed by a deep anisotropic

etching process using 30% KOH at 100 6 2 �C for 100 min.

This selectively etches Si at a rate of 3.7 lm min�1 while

only attacking fully crystalline Ge at about 4 nm min�1.33

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the

layer scheme and (b) XTEM of the

top-side and back-side Ge layers.
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Finally, heated DI water is flowed over the surface to neu-

tralize the reaction.

Figure 3(b) shows optical images of the etched surface

of the low-temperature (LT) c-Ge membrane, viewed with a

Zeiss Axio optical microscope in both normal optical and dif-

ferential interference contrast (DIC) modes. The etched area

is close to 1 mm2 and three main features can be observed on

an otherwise smooth surface: short range ripples, large scale

ripples, and cracking. The small scale ripples cannot be seen

in the normal optical images, which suggests their height is in

the 10 nm–100 nm range. By contrast, the main large ripple

has a height of �5 lm, which we determined by varying the

focal length of the microscope. The cracking seen in this

image shows that the membrane is quite fragile, which pre-

cludes further examination by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM).

A tensile strained Ge membrane was next prepared

using the layer grown on the front-side of the wafer. This

time the LT c-Ge layer was used as the etch mask in a simi-

lar process to that described above (Figure 4(a)). In an opti-

cal image (Figure 4(b)) no long range ripples are seen, and in

a corresponding DIC image (Figure 4(c)) no short range rip-

ples are observed. Finally, no cracks are observed in this

membrane, leading it to being supported on all sides.

Handling of this membrane suggests that it is quite robust.

The surface quality and thickness of the t-Ge membrane

formed has been examined by deliberately bursting it and

viewing in a ZEISS SUPRA55VP FEGSEM, with an accel-

eration voltage of 15 kV. Figure 5(a) shows these remnants

attached to an SEM stub with the etched side face up; the

overall outline of the membrane is highlighted. The higher

magnification image of Figure 5(b) shows the side profile of

a membrane slice, from which the etched surface of the

membrane can be seen to be generally smooth and the mem-

brane thickness can be estimated to be 600–700 nm,

although the sample tilt limits the accuracy of this measure-

ment. A few etch islands of sub-micron lateral dimension

can be seen in Figure 5(b). This is typical of the rest of the

surface, but their height is tiny compared to the dimensions

of the membrane and so these islands can be dismissed as

insignificant.

D. Scalable two-step dry/wet etching process

Although this simple wet-etching fabrication technique

produces a high quality membrane, it could not be easily

scaled up for mass production; it also leaves potassium alkali

metal ions on the etch surface. We have therefore developed

an alternative process using TMAH, which is an IC compati-

ble anisotropic etch. Etch rates with TMAH are, however,

generally slower than with KOH,39 so deep reactive ion etch-

ing (DRIE) has been employed to remove most of the Si,

leaving just the final 50 6 25 lm of Si below the Ge layer to

be removed by wet etching in TMAH.

Epitaxial growth of the second batch was identical to the

first, and this time included wafers with both nominally

700 nm and 200 nm thick t-Ge layers to produce thinner mem-

branes.36 As previously, a 400 nm thick c-Ge layer was grown

on the back-side of each wafer at lower temperature. On this,

an Al2O3 layer was deposited by atomic layer deposition, using

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic and viewing

angle of etching profile for the LT Ge

membrane with nominal thickness of

700 nm and (b) DIC Nomarski imaging

of the etched surface of the compres-

sive LT Ge layer.

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic and viewing angle of etching profile for the HT Ge

membrane, (b) Optical imaging of the etched surface of the compressive LT

Ge layer, and (c) DIC Nomarski image of the same sample.
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a Picosun SUNALE(TM) R-150B with trimethylaluminum

and H2O, to serve as an etch mask for the LT Ge. It was pat-

terned using AZ5214E photoresist and a Karl Suss MA6 mask

aligner and developed in AZ726 MiF and then etched using a

buffered hydrofluoric acid etch at 30 �C. The LT Ge was then

selectively wet etched to the Si surface of the wafer back-side

with the same HF:H2O2:CH3COOH etch, exposing windows

ready for deep Si etching. After stripping the remaining resist,

the wafer was placed inside an surface technology systems

Silicon ICP etcher with a Bosch40 process alternating between

a SF6 and O2 mix, and C4F8 gas at 15 W to remove approxi-

mately 275 6 25 lm of silicon. The etch depth which was con-

firmed by changing the focal height of an optical microscope.

The final step in membrane fabrication was to place the whole

patterned wafer into an 80 �C 25% TMAH heated bath, which

has been reported to have a Si etch rate of 0.45 6 0.02 lm

min�1.39 To ensure that the Si was completely removed from

the back-side of the Ge layer, and in some cases to thin the Ge

membrane itself, the wafer was etched for up to 420 min. From

interferometry measurements using a Reflectometer Sci-soft

Filmtek 2000M (with wavelengths 380–890 nm), the etch rate

of Ge in the TMAH bath was measured to be 0.18 6 0.09 nm

min�1, which is much lower than the 40 nm min�1 reported by

Li for polycrystalline Ge. Utilizing this low etch rate, we per-

form a controlled thinning of the nominal 200 nm Ge layer to

create thin (measured to be �250 nm) and ultra-thin (�64 nm)

Ge membranes in addition to the thick (measured to be

�800 nm) membranes. The method of determining actual

membrane thickness is described in Sec. III.

A plan-view SEM image of the ultra-thin membrane

is shown in Figure 6(a). Electron transparency through the

ultra-thin membrane produces a contrast between the sus-

pended membrane and the bulk frame, which reveals the large

lateral area of 3.5 mm2. Figure 6(b) shows an SEM image of

the ultra-thin membrane when burst from the surrounding

frame, from which an approximate thickness of 56 nm can be

measured, although this is not accurate due to tilt of the layer.

White light interferometry measurements place the thickness

of this membrane as 64 6 2 nm, reduced from the initial thick-

ness of 250 nm due to controlled thinning.

The fabrication of these membranes was on a wafer

scale and approximately 50% of the thin and ultra-thin mem-

branes survived the processing. For the thicker 800 nm layer,

the yield was approximately 80%.

III. MEMBRANE OPTICAL PROPERTIES

As a prelude to the vibrational measurements that use

laser excitation, described in Sec. IV, it was necessary to

measure the power absorption (A), reflection (R), and trans-

mission (T) coefficients in the spectral range between

450 nm and 1000 nm. Excitation was via a tungsten-halogen

lamp (Ocean Optics HL-2000), with a spot size of about

100 lm, and detection used a high-resolution HORIBA

Jobin-Yvon spectrometer equipped with a charge-coupled

device having a spectral resolution better than 0.1 nm. The

power absorption of the membranes was computed according

to: A ¼ 1� R� T ¼ 1� PR=PI � PT=PI, where PR is the

FIG. 5. (a) Low magnification of the

etched HT Ge membrane surface

(tilted) once intentionally broken to

examine cross sectional thickness and

(b) Higher magnification imaging of

the etched surface where the full thick-

ness of the tensile HT Ge layer can be

seen.

FIG. 6. The 64 nm membrane: (a) plan

view SEM showing the large area of

the membrane where electron transpar-

ency allows contrast between the

membrane and its bulk frame. (b) A

side view of a burst 64 nm membrane

to show the dimensions of the cross

section, showing a tilted thickness of

56 nm.
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reflected power, PT is the transmitted power, and PI is the

incident power on each membrane. All measurements were

performed at 294 K.

Figure 7 shows R, T, and A for the thick and thin Ge

membranes as a function of wavelength. In the spectral

region k< 600 nm, both the thin and thick membranes have

the same A, R, and T, which arises from the small penetration

depth of Ge in this spectral region41 (1/a� 50 nm), i.e., the

incident photons mostly probe the surface of the membranes.

As the wavelength increases so does the penetration depth

and both top and bottom surfaces of the membrane start play-

ing a role, this leads to the transmission threshold changing

from 675 nm in the thick membrane to 600 nm in the thin.

Reflection of the incident beam at both surfaces leads to in-

terference effects, as in an optical Fabry-P�erot cavity. The

membrane thickness d can be obtained from the condition of

minimum reflected intensity in such a cavity, 2nd¼mkm (in-

teger m gives reflection minima, not maxima, because of a p
phase change on internal reflection), provided that the strong

frequency dependence of n, the refractive index in Ge, is

included. This yields thickness values of 798 nm and

248 6 50 nm for the membranes of nominal 700 nm and

200 nm thickness.

IV. MEMBRANE VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES

The quality factor of MEMS devices is an important con-

sideration when deciding on the optimal membrane material.

Among current MEMS devices, stressed silicon nitride mem-

branes have the highest reported mechanical quality factors

to date, with Q-factors of up to 106.42–46 However, silicon

nitride is not electrically conductive, so these are not suitable

for applications where an electrical readout is required.

Recently, carbon structures have attracted interest as suitable

materials for MEMS. Carbon allotropes have extremely high

Young’s moduli, are particularly light and thin (graphene

being just one atom thick sheet) and therefore generated a lot

of interest as materials for nanoelectromechanical systems

(NEMS). Single and double walled carbon nanotube (CNT)

resonators have Q factors of 40–200,47 while multi-walled

CNTs and CNT fibers reported Q factors reach

250–2500.48–51 Graphene resonators exhibit slightly higher Q

factors from several hundred52–54 to over a thousand,55,56

while graphene oxide has even higher Q factor of 4000.57

Recently, Q factors as high as 105 were demonstrated for gra-

phene membranes.58 Si is often used in MEMS, with the

reported Q-factors for silicon resonators of the order of

1.4–1.6 � 105.59,60 Silicon in combination with germanium,

and germanium on its own, have also been used in a poly-

crystalline form, with Si0.35Ge0.65 MEMS having Q¼ 70 in

air and 14 000 in vacuum, and poly Ge having Q¼ 45 in air

and 30 000 in vacuum at room temperature.61 Q-factors vary

greatly when measured in atmosphere or in a vacuum. The

air induces viscous damping on the resonators, and the effect

is larger for large area resonators; at ambient pressure smaller

membranes have higher Q-factors than larger membranes due

to this damping.62 This explains the difference in the Q-factor

for poly Ge MEMS devices given above.61 Although large Q

factors are required for resonators, for a stable platform, a

low Q-factor is required. A low Q-factor will help isolate the

devices placed on the platform from external noise and vibra-

tions, so that their electrical/optical/mechanical properties

remain stable.

FIG. 7. Absorption (A), Reflection (R), and Transmission (T) coefficients

for two Ge membranes with (a) 250 nm and (b) 800 nm in thickness at

294 K. The oscillations for larger wavelengths arise from interference effects

in the membranes.

FIG. 8. Experimental arrangement: The sample membrane is attached to the

transducer and the resulting vibrations of the membrane are studied using

the laser interferometer. The vacuum chamber is used to control pressure.
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The vibrational properties of our 800 nm thick mem-

brane were studied using laser interferometry techniques,

with the setup shown in Figure 8. Vibrations in the mem-

brane were excited by mounting it on a broadband (PZT) pie-

zoelectric transducer (from Physik Instrumente), with a

central frequency of 2 MHz, that was coupled to the sub-

strate and driven over a range of frequencies by a function

generator. The vibration of the substrate induced vibration in

the membrane, the displacement of which was monitored

using an Intelligent Optical Systems, Inc. (IOS) AIR-1550-

TWM two wave mixer interferometer, with a bandwidth of

125 MHz. The measurement system was calibrated and gives

the absolute out-of-plane displacement of the membrane af-

ter vibration. The membrane and transducer were placed in a

vacuum chamber with an optical window, transparent to the

wavelength of the laser interferometer. The pressure in the

chamber was varied from atmospheric down to 5 � 10�4

millibars at which point damping though atmospheric gases

becomes negligible.62 A low power (100 mW), long wave-

length (1550 nm) laser was used to accurately measure the

vibration and minimize energy absorption that would occur

with shorter wavelengths due to the small bandgap of

0.67 eV in Ge.

The vibrational spectra of the 800 nm membrane are pre-

sented in Figure 9 for ambient pressure and in vacuum; note

that resonances present at the substrate are due to resonances

in the transducer. At low pressure, the resonant peaks

become more pronounced, as expected. Damping in air is

expected to shift the resonant peaks to a lower frequency, by

about 16% compared to measurements in vacuum.63

However, only a very small frequency difference is observed

between our measurements at low and high pressures. This is

probably because the resonant peaks in the low pressure

measurements were also shifted to lower frequencies, by

sample heating from optical absorption that could not be dis-

sipated due to the limited thermal exchange at low gas pres-

sures. 3.2% of the incident power is absorbed by 800 nm

layer of Ge, and at atmospheric pressure, this leads to a tem-

perature rise of less than 1 K. However, at low pressures the

heating becomes more significant due to reduced convection

cooling. Heating manifests itself in the lowering of vibra-

tional frequencies due to reduction of the tensile strain in the

membrane arising from the mismatch of expansion coeffi-

cients of the Si substrate and the Ge layer. This could also

slightly reduce the experimentally measured Q factors of the

membrane.

The first vibrational mode and its Q-factor are shown in

Figure 10 for measurements at (a) atmospheric pressure and

(b) in vacuum. It can be seen that the Q-factor increases sig-

nificantly as the pressure is reduced from approximately 50

at atmospheric pressure to over 3000 at 5 � 10�4 millibars.

The value at low pressure is an underestimation of the true

value, due to the influence of sample heating. The measured

Q-factors are lower than the reported membrane behavior for

poly Ge and Si in vacuum, but have similar Q values at

atmospheric pressure.61,64 This is because at atmospheric

pressure, the limit on Q factor values is determined by damp-

ing due to the air, while in vacuum damping is governed by

different mechanisms such as clamping losses, thermoelastic

and phonon-phonon interactions, as well as losses at the in-

ternal defects in the films. In the case of the studied mem-

brane which has relatively low Q factors, high crystalline

quality, and low tensile stress (good matching between the

FIG. 9. Vibrational spectra of the 800 nm membrane showing several modes

(1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 2:3) at ambient pressure (atm) and in vacuum. The sub-

strate reference signal was recorded for an excitation 10 times stronger than

for the membrane for best visibility.

FIG. 10. The first vibrational mode of the studied membrane at (a) atmos-

pheric and (b) 5� 10�4 millibars pressure, with Lorentzian peak fits.

Multiple peaks are required to fit the mode at atmospheric pressure.
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film and the substrate), the clamping losses (radiation losses

into the substrate) are expected to be dominant. To give con-

fidence in the Q factors determined, the strain throughout the

membrane must be homogeneous; if not, the effect will influ-

ence damping and alter the measured results by skewing the

modal distribution along the membrane.

V. MEMBRANE STRAIN VARIATION

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the strain varia-

tion across the thick and ultra-thin membrane, using Bragg

peaks from the Si substrate around the membrane as an abso-

lute reference. Microdiffraction experiments were performed

on beamline B16 at the DIAMOND Light Source, using X-

rays with an energy of 12.4 keV (k¼ 1 Å). A compound re-

fractive lens was used to focus the X-ray beam with a foot-

print of 3 lm2. The sample was mounted on a high precision

XYZ stage in a five circle diffractometer, allowing the sample

to be moved through the beam. Local heating caused by the

beam has the potential to either damage the structures or dis-

tort the strain results by thermal expansion; therefore, to mit-

igate these effects the sample was actively cooled by a

low-flow jet of nitrogen at 20 �C. Scattered X-rays were col-

lected by a large PILATUS 300K detector. The 2D slice

acquired by the PILATUS detector for a given angle of inci-

dence (x) does not lie in the [001]–[110] plane in reciprocal

space. RSMs as a function of position where obtained by

rotating x around the (004) reflection at each spatial point

and rastering the sample through the beam. Both the

ultra-thin and thick membranes were measured using (004)

RSMs every 10 lm along the 11�0½ � direction across the mid-

dle of the sample. Figure 11 shows the out-of-plane recipro-

cal space peak position. For comparison purposes, when Ge

is pseudomorphically grown on Si, the misfit of the layer is

�4.177% (where negative values represent compressive

strain and positive values represent tensile). On the ultra-thin

membrane edges, a sudden drop in a? of 1 � 10�5 Å�1 rep-

resents partial strain relaxation; the gradual decrease from

0.145% on the bulk to 0.142% on the membrane edge is

within the experimental uncertainty of 5 � 10�3%. Although

the increase to 0.153% strain in the middle of the membrane

is greater than this uncertainty, it is negligible in absolute

terms. Although the increase in tensile strain is insufficient

to significantly alter the bandstructure for electrolumines-

cence, it is uniform across the entire platform. Furthermore,

it can be seen that on the thick membrane, the difference in

lattice parameter between edge and middle of the membrane

is only �5 � 10�6 Å�1 which is within the experimental

uncertainty and shows that the strain is almost completely

homogeneous throughout the membrane, conforming that

the measured Q-factor for the 800 nm membranes is highly

reliable.

Figure 11 also shows the FWHM of the diffraction peak

for q? from both membranes. It has been shown that broad-

ening of this peak is due to diffuse scattering from mosaic-

ity65 of the epilayer/substrate interface, where a variation of

tilt exists due to the effective boundaries created by the mis-

fit dislocation network. The edge effect on the profile for the

ultra-thin membrane is less pronounced at the right hand

side, because the sample was not mounted exactly flat on the

sample stage but was slightly raised on the right-edge com-

pared to the left-edge (seen as the slight drift in the FWHM).

This result confirms that apart from at its edges, the mem-

brane itself is free from tilt and is flat relative to the original

Si wafer. This tilting effect is not present in the thicker mem-

brane. We can see in both cases that the FWHM is 3–4

� 10�4 Å�1 less for peaks from the freely suspended part of

the membrane than from the supported part. We interpret

this as showing that by removing the Ge/Si(001) interface,

scattering from the misfit network has been eliminated. The

overall relaxation during growth from pseudomorphic to ten-

sile strained Ge is the same in both layers, therefore the mis-

fit dislocation density prior to membrane fabrication would

also have been the same; the similar reduction of FWHM for

both membranes supports this conclusion.

VI. PLAN VIEW TEM AND AFM

Plan view TEM (PVTEM) was performed on the ultra-

thin membrane, as the thickness allows it to be electron

transparent, using a JEOL JEM-2000FX TEM operating at

200 keV. A typical dark field PV-TEM image of the mem-

brane in the (220) reflection is displayed in Figure 12(a),

where the membrane, frame edge, and frame can be seen to

contain dislocations. The threading dislocation density

(TDD) can be calculated as approx. 3 � 109 cm�2 from the

straight through condition. The TDD is identical for the

frame and suspended Ge; however, the misfit dislocation net-

work that is observed at the Si/Ge interface largely disap-

pears when the Si substrate is removed, confirming our

previous speculation29 that the misfit network is removed on

etching. Hence, the crystalline quality at the bottom interface

of the Ge layer is improved and so is electrical isolation by

eliminating surface to surface conduction through

dislocations.
FIG. 11. The difference in peak position and the FWHM for the peak across

both membranes: (a) 64 nm and (b) 800 nm.
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The surface morphology of the ultra-thin and thick

membranes was measured using an Asylum Research MFP-

3D-SA tapping mode AFM, with the morphology across the

ultra-thin membrane and its frame edge shown in Figure

12(b). By taking a line profile across the ultra-thin membrane

edge, a drop at the edge of approx. 2.5 nm is found. This

recovers to the average height 45–50 lm away from the

membrane edge; explaining the large tilt at the edge shown

by the X-ray line profile. The measured RMS roughness of

the frame is 2.66 6 0.05 nm. However, the RMS roughness

measured in the middle of the membrane has a lower value

of 2.16 6 0.16 nm. This suggests that the surface is actually

modified due to the strain within the layer. This could also

mean that the improvement in FWHM seen in the X-ray

measurement was compounded by the smoother layer and re-

moval of the misfit interface. However, we can eliminate this

from measuring the roughness of the thicker membrane: The

frame is measured to have an RMS roughness of

0.75 6 0.1 nm, consistent with the as-grown layer, and the

membrane itself has a roughness of 0.77 6 0.1 nm. Since the

two values agree within the experimental uncertainty, we

speculate that the thicker membrane has enough overall ri-

gidity to avoid surface modification. Hence, we conclude

that the improvement in FWHM in the X-ray measurements

(which was the same for both thicknesses) was mainly from

removal of the misfit interface and not changing the surface

roughness.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, a technique to fabricate ultra-thin

(�64 nm), crystalline, and flat Ge membrane has been

demonstrated. In addition, we have presented evidence to

show that the MEMS starting material strongly affects the

limits which are placed on the fabrication process. When ten-

sile strain is generated across the membrane, the final quality

is extremely high and flat surfaces are obtained. The added

advantage of epitaxial growth is that it provides control of the

Ge membrane thickness and could be used as a platform for

growing other heterostructures. We also show a bulk wafer

process to fabricate ultra-thin �64 nm and thin�250 nm

membranes with relatively high yields of �50% across a 4 in.

wafer. In addition, crystalline Ge is used as an etch mask

which has a full coverage (without risk of pinholes) and can

be grown at the lower temperature of 400 �C compared to

700 �C needed for high quality SiO2 to be grown.

We report on the optical transmittance, reflectivity, and

absorbance of thin and thick membranes from 450 nm to

1000 nm. Interference effects similar to a Fabry-P�erot optical

cavity are particularly strong in the thinner membrane and

that the transmittance threshold moves from 675 nm to

600 nm by reducing the thickness of the membrane Q factors

of the thicker Ge membrane were studied using actuation by

a piezoelectric transducer, with membrane displacement

detection using a laser interferometer. Q factors of approxi-

mately 50 at atmospheric pressure and 3240 in vacuum were

observed. The stress in the membrane was estimated to be

0.220 GPa from the frequencies of the observed vibrational

modes, slightly larger than the value calculated from the lat-

tice mismatch of 0.182 GPa. The vibration techniques con-

firmed that the stress was isotropic across the membranes,

which is an important consideration when using these mem-

branes for subsequent device growth or as MEMS platforms.

The crystalline quality of the membranes could also be

assessed using the FWHM of the X-ray diffraction peak. It

was found that simply by suspending the epitaxial Ge the

crystalline quality was improved. By further microscopy

techniques, it was ascertained that the misfit dislocation

region was removed in the suspended membrane and that the

surface of the ultra-thin membrane was smoother than the

frame whereas the thicker membrane had no surface modifi-

cation. The thick membrane was found to have many desira-

ble qualities such as strain homogeneity, sub-nm roughness,

and a low Q-factor to promote stability during agitation.

These qualities suggest that such high quality Ge membranes

could be ideal growth platforms as well as integration plat-

forms. The principle of our method can also be applied to

other materials and to smaller dimension systems for low

cost MEMS fabrication.
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